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The'men will be weighed up before
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BEARD'S
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OVERHEARD IN THE
HAT SECTION
*inchley: “What made the customer
walkout? Did you insult him?”
Salesman:
I don’t know. He said he
wanted a hat to suit his head, and I
showed him a soft hat. ”
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Remember the carefree days when
a barefoot boy you went fishing 2
You will be able to live them all over
again in the leisure of a secure old
age if you have an Equitable policy
for a goodly sum maturing when you
are, say, 55 or 60. Now is the time
to begin saving.
Many a man of 50
or older, who would really enjoy fishing, cannot go because he must keep
his nose to the grindstone. A maturing Equitable policy will give you this
as

to

means

NOTICE!
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buy leisure—and fishing

tackle—in your old age.-
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conduits are to convey the steam
into tin1 radiators to be used in
heating the laboratory.”
The 1,500 square feet of floor
space is to be split up into three
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now until my department will have
tions will continue to be held to the detriment of the houses.
a new lab-home.”
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it will be necessary to rip up the
should be done even if it
a Univerfenses.
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We were climbing Long’s Peak,
md Crosby was one of the most enthusiastic members of the party at
the outset. It is a stiff steady pull
jf several miles over the long trail
ip to the bouIYler field, and then the
trail ends and the way leads across
irregular masses of sharp rock where
me
must often pick his way cautiously and laboriously to the Key
Hole. The view is tremendous from
this point if the day is clear, a wide
vista of mountain ranges opening up
for a hundred miles or more, but the
summit of the mountain is still a
thousand feet above, and the more
hazardous part of the ascent is yet
to be traversed.
Crosby’s enthusiasm had begun to
wane, his courage ebbed as he looked
over the
precipice to the yaw-ning
abyss below; his body was weary.
Like Lot’s wife, he hesitated and
looked back.
“I think I won’t try it any farther,” he said, “I don’t believe I
can make it, and I’m not sure it’s
worth the struggle.” He didn’t exactly
turn to a pillar of salt, but he sat
down and waited for our return, and
for want of a little effort and nerve
missed the most glorious view in the
world.
I’ve seen many like him young and
old.
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else attracts their attention, difficulties arise, the uninteresting or tho
unpleasant is to be met, and courage
fails them.
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essayed
to leave, and opportunity vanishes;
they give up, and they miss some of
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rone forever.
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